
Parking heater HCALORY M98, 8 kW, Diesel, new version Ref: 5905316148253
Parking heater HCALORY M98, 8 kW, Diesel, new version

Standby Heating / HCALORY M98 Heater
The HCALORY M98 is a diesel-powered heater that allows for quick warming of a garage, car interior, or defrosting windows to efficiently
remove snow and ice. The heater operates quietly, ensuring a comfortable traveling environment. It heats up even at temperatures as
low as -40℃ and works at temperatures up to 50℃.
 
Intuitive Operation
With an LCD panel and control via five buttons, the HCALORY M98 is user-friendly, even for less experienced users. The panel allows for
easy  monitoring  and  operation,  and  an  included  remote  control  with  a  range  up  to  50  meters  further  enhances  user  convenience.
Leveraging technology not only simplifies heater functions but also supports efficiency and safety by notifying about error codes. Easily
adjust the power between 5 to 8KW, set the temperature from 8 to 35℃, or set a timer that turns the device on or off after a specified
time.
 
Energy Efficiency
The  HCALORY  M98  boasts  low  fuel  and  electricity  consumption  while  providing  high  operational  performance.  With  adjustable
consumption settings, this heater ensures an economical and wallet-friendly solution while promoting environmental care by minimizing
emissions and consumption. It incorporates overheat protection technology that automatically cuts off power if the temperature becomes
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too high.
 
Quiet Operation with Effective Performance
This  heater  not  only  warms  spaces  effectively  but  does  so  without  being  a  disturbance  to  the  user  or  the  environment.  Advanced
noise-reducing technologies ensure its operation is discreet and unintrusive, particularly important during long travels or nighttime work
hours. The low noise output guarantees comfort in both warmth and sound.
 
Easy Installation and Maintenance
With  a  compact  design  and  intuitive  installation  process,  another  advantage  of  the  HCALORY  M98  heater  is  evident.  This  makes  it
possible to fit the device in various, even constrained spaces, making it a versatile solution for diverse mechanical vehicles - from cars
and buses to trucks and engineering vehicles. Furthermore, ease of cleaning and maintenance, including the ability to disassemble the
fuel pump, renders this model a user-friendly ally.
 
Package Contents
Heater & User Manual
LCD Panel
Air Filter
Remote Control
Muffler
Intake Pipe
Exhaust Pipe
Air Outlet Pipe
Large Silver Screws x 4
Smaller Copper Screws with Caps x 3
3 Nuts
Clamp Band for Screws
Adjustable Large Clamp Band x 2
Adjustable Small Clamp Band x 4
BrandHCALORY
ModelM98
Dimensions38 x 27.5 x 25.5cm
MaterialMetal, Plastic
Fuel Tank Capacity5l
Operating TimeApprox. 10h
Rated Voltage12V
Rated Power5~8KW
Temperature Range Offered8℃ to 35℃
TimerYes
Fuel Consumption0.1-0.48L per hour
Wireless Control Range50 meters

Preço:

€ 202.00

Atividades e lazer, Other
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